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Train-the-Trainer Resources
• Series designed as train-the-trainer
• PowerPoint presentations 
• Step-by-step worksheets 
• “Day in the Life” video series 
• In-person training discussion guide
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Pop Quiz!
• Answer the questions based on the 

previous training content. 
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Action Item Review
 We asked you to complete:
 Worksheet #1 – Articulate your opportunity 
 Worksheet #2 – Build an audience profile 
 Worksheet #3 – Create relevant messages 
 Think, Believe, Do message formula 

 Questions? 
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Today’s Learning Objectives
• Learn how to better connect to your target 

audiences by: 
– Appreciating setting and context
– Identifying where and how to reach them    
– Tapping into emotion
– Illustrating through images and stories   
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Persuasion
• Logic 

– Reason, rationale
• Facts, figures, 

processes, attributes, 
benefits  

• Emotion 
– Feelings, sympathies, 

Imagination
• Stories 

• Credibility 
– Character 

• Reputation, authority 
• Style, tone
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Understanding Context
• What’s happening around 

my target when they hear, 
read or see my messages? 

• How do they feel? 
• What else is on their mind? 
• Who is with them?
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Context

Context
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Why is Context Important?
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Why is Context Important?
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Day in the Life

2
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Build a Timeline
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Ways to Deliver Messages
• Presentations 
• News stories 
• Personal conversations
• Media materials and events  
• Marketing materials 
• Social media posts 
• Text messages 
• Advertising 
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Evoking Emotion

Context

ContextContext
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How Should the Target Feel?
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Create Mood and Set Tone
Mood
• Way you want the reader, 

viewer or listener to feel 
• What you say 

Tone
• Attitude conveyed in the 

message or material 
• How you say it 
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Match Mood & Tone

Relieved
Understood
Encouraged
Welcomed
Hopeful

Caring 
Comforting 
Supportive
Helpful
Receptive
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Tone in Writing
• Urgent 

– “Our pop-up playground kits have been such 
a success with families that we can’t keep up 
with demand.” 

• Hopeful 
– “Given our success, imagine the positive 

impact we could have if every family that 
wanted a kit had access to one.” 
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Tone in Images
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• “I can’t believe this!”
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Tone in Images & Sound
• Visual and audio cues help us recognize 

tone and increase the emotional response.
• As you make your selections, consider:  

– Action
– Facial expressions 
– Color palette 
– Lighting 
– Music 
– Audible reactions 
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Putting it Together
“Kids are making choices every day.”

Mood: Content & Satisfied Mood: Concerned & Motivated

Tone: Calm, Assuring
Kids are making the right choice
Moms and dads can help

Tone: Persuasive, Urgent 
It’s hard for kids to make the right choice
Moms and dads must help
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Worksheet #4 – Connecting Through Emotion
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Worksheet #4 – Connecting Through Emotion
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Worksheet #4 – Connecting Through Emotion
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Persuasion in Messaging

Logic

Purpose

Credibility Emotion
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Message Formula
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Amp Up Your Messages
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Relevant Appeal
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Choose the Message
• Option #1

– Parenting is tough enough, but it’s even harder when mom and dad have to be 
the bad guy and say no to sugary drinks readily offered to their little ones. This 
ordinance is simply designed to steer kids to healthy, tasty choices that make 
everyone happy. 

• Option #2 
– Drinking even one calorie-loaded SSB can unravel an otherwise healthy day and 

negate the calorie-burning benefits of physical activity. The Commit2Fit program 
can’t succeed if our children continue to be tempted by sugary options when they 
eat out. 

• Option #3
– You have been such a champion for kids in Woodland, and we know you share 

our commitment to their success. Helping kids make better choices now will help 
reduce their risk and ensure a healthier future. 
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Amp Up Your Messages
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Adding an Image
• Sugar-sweetened beverages, like soda and energy drinks, are 

part of the obesity problem, particularly among kids. It’s 
important that we help kids choose water instead. A policy to 
take SSBs off kid’s menus is a step in the right direction. 

• Similar policies in places like Davis  show that lowering access 
results in kids drinking fewer SSBs. Restaurants can help with 
a simple menu change that steers kids to water and milk. As 
part of the Commit2Fit program, this is an ordinance everyone 
in Woodland can support. 

• You have been such a champion for kids in Woodland, and we 
know you share our commitment to their success. Helping kids 
make better choices now will help lower their risk and give 
them a healthier future. 

• We need your help to protect our kids. Together we can work 
with local restaurants to offer better options to families and get 
kids to make the healthy choice every time, just like this little 
guy. This will have a big impact here and also help fight obesity 
across the state. 
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Empowered by the healthy beverage 
choices for his meal,  this three-year old 
enjoys both water and milk at local 
restaurant. 
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Power of Stories
• Messages ARE NOT stories 
• Stories strengthen messages: 

– Clarify and illustrate messages
– About relatable people and places
– Spark emotions 
– Encourage dialogue and engagement 
– Feature series of events on familiar arch
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Story Arc
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Story Arc
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Story Arc
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Story Arc in Video

https://vimeo.com/rse/review/197976216/e3a5f88d5d
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Story Arc in a Post
• Gestational diabetes 

was a wake-up call for 
Blanca. She made 
healthy changes, got her 
glucose under control 
and had a healthy baby. 
Now she helps other 
moms as a Champion 
for Change. Read about 
Blanca’s journey: [LINK]
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Action Items
• Complete worksheet 4.
• Add an emotional appeal to your draft 

messages. 
• Identify at least one story to support your 

messages. 
• Find the story arch in you favorite TV 

shows and movies! 
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THANK YOU

Questions?
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